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 I help individuals and teams
untangle communication

knots to improve
collaboration and elevate

workplace connection.

Nancy Burger guides executives and teams to develop
actionable strategies that foster emotionally healthy
cultures, create boundaries, and cultivate transparency
in a high-stakes environment of rampant change.

After decades of work that has
included writing, publishing and

research, I have made a key
discovery: The core of

communication lies in the power
of words. Specifically, the words

we hear throughout our life which
form the stories we tell ourselves

which, in turn,  influence the
words we say to others. 

 
Through my coaching and

training, I help leaders identify
and unpack the influences that

can distort communication. Once
we clear the distortions, my
clients are able to untangle
communication knots and

connect with more awareness,
confidence and clarity.

 
I also deliver workshops and talks

to universities, leadership
organizations and networking

groups to cultivate clear, effective,
and productive communication

practices.
 

SIGNATURE TALKS SERVICES

The Art of Difficult Conversations 
In this talk, Nancy presents a five-step
process for approaching uncomfortable
conversations, providing concrete
examples and actionable strategies for
navigating this common communication
challenge.

Leadership and the Fear of Failure
An engaging explanation of the
neuroscience of fear, how it manifests in
our thought processes, and how we can
shift our thinking to embrace fear as a
bridge to innovation and creative problem-
solving.

Training and Workshops
Nancy facilitates provocative and lively
sessions that encourage your team to
connect and collaborate more effectively,
create boundaries and cultivate
transparency.

Leadership Coaching
A Marshall Goldsmith-certified leadership
coach, Nancy customizes engagements to
suit the needs of C-suite executives, heads
of HR & training/recruiting, managers,
business owners, and team leaders across
many industries.

WHY WORK WITH NANCY

Evidence-based strategies combined with a
clear, user-friendly, and engaging style.

Provocative talks that deliver mind-changing
experiences and concrete takeaways.

Programs and services customized to meet
your needs.

 
*View more brand partners at nancyrburger.com/about

 
 

nancyrburger.com

@nancyrburger nancy-burger-commstrategist

nancyburgercommstrategist

Email Nancy to schedule a discovery call or to 
book her for your next event.

EXPLORE@NANCYRBURGER.COM

 
“Nancy’s clear, user-friendly style allows her
to work effectively with leaders and teams to

identify and deconstruct communication
challenges. Her evidence-based strategies

provide fuel for positive change while
fostering collaborative connections and

increased awareness and confidence among
stakeholders. I highly recommend Nancy to
any leader seeking to provide emotionally

healthy cultures.”
 
 

 
Jeffrey Davis, Strategist, Speaker, Author of Tracking Wonder
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